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Abstract—Bezout’s equation is a representation of the greatest common divisor d of integers A
and B as a linear combination Ax + By = d, where x and y are integers called Bezout’s coefficients.
The task of finding Bezout’s coefficients has numerous applications in the number theory and
cryptography, for example, for calculation of multiplicative inverse elements in modular arithmetic.
Usually Bezout’s coefficients are caclulated using the extended version of the classical Euclidian
algorithm.
We elaborate a new algorithm for calculating Bezout’s coefficients based on the k-ary GCD
algorithm.
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INTRODUCTION

The classical Euclidean algorithm is used to calculate the greatest common divisor of given inte-
gers A and B. The algorithm uses the recurrent equality GCD(A,B) = GCD(B,A mod B) several
times until the second argument B of a pair (A,B) becomes equal 0, then the first argument A is the
required GCD of original arguments.

The extended version of the Euclidean algorithm is used to find together with GCD d so-called
Bezout’s coefficients which are coefficients of a linear combination Au + Bv = d. The work of the
extended Euclidean algorithm consists of two stages. The first stage coincides with the standard
algorithm with accumulation of integers q = [A/B]. At the second stage the Bezout coefficients are
calculates by formulas

un = 0, vn = 1; ui = vi+1; vi = ui+1 − vi+1 · [A/B]i, (1)

where n is a number of the last iteration.
An example of an extended Euclidean Algorithm calculation is given in Table 1 for integers A = 117,

B = 41.
The number of iterations n is 5. We assign to u5 and v5 values 0 and 1, respectively, and calculate

other values ui, vi for i < n by formulas (1).
The extended Euclidean algorithm can be used to find inverse elements by the given module. For

example, for calculation of a−1 mod n for co-prime integers a and n we need to form a table like Table 1
by setting A = n, B = a, then calculated v1 will be equal a−1 mod n. In particular, from example of
Table 1 we obtain 41−1 ≡ 20 (mod117).
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